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Lifewire uses cookies to provide a great user experience. We accept the use of cookies by using Lifewire. (Image credit: Spocko) Spokko, a subsidiary of CD Projekt, has announced free-to-play, augmented reality and location-based RPGs for Android and iOS. It's called The Witcher: Monster Slayer.Witcher: Monster
Slayer works in the same way as Pokemon Go in terms of looking for monsters. Of course, you are not getting along with these creatures, instead, you will fight them in augmented reality. The Witcher: Monster Slayer trailer lets you track, research and fight famous monsters from the Witcher franchise as well as
completely original new ones in the game. You will be able to make potions, oils, bombs and even monster baits to defeat enemies. Of course, you can control the silver sword and the Witcher sign as you dive into first-person combat. Apparently, the game also includes story-driven quests, which can be an interesting
element. The Witcher: Monster Slayer is set to arrive on iOS and Android, but there is no release date yet, but it will be announced later this year. The Witcher: For more information about Monster Slayer, you can tune in here or jump on the website. I don't know about you, but I'm totally ready to take a Wyvern or folktail
in my backyard. Today's best Witcher 3 Wild Hunt Complete Edition, Windows Mobile is an operating system developed by Microsoft. Designed specifically for use on smartphones, PDAs and other mobile devices. Windows Mobile 5.0, originally codenamed Magneto, is known for efficiently storing and retrieving data from
RAM and flash memory, maintaining battery life, and backing up data in the sudden loss of power. It also includes a new version of Office called Office Mobile, which provides access to the charting capabilities of PowerPoint mobile and Excel Mobile. This mobile operating system can be downloaded and installed for free.
Check your system requirements to make sure your computer and mobile device are compatible with the new software. The computer must run Windows Server 2003 Service Pack 1 or Windows XP. Your mobile device requires at least 64 Meg ROMs, 64 Meg of RAM, and arm-compatible processors such as Intel XScale
or Samsung and Texas Instruments ARM compatible. Download .com version of Microsoft Mobile that you need for free in Microsoft/Downloads/. Then find the software that you downloaded to your desktop and run it while your mobile device is connected to your computer with a USB cable. Start the installation. Most
Windows Mobile software is installed on mobile devices using ActiveSync, a synchronization utility that already exists on all computers that use Windows XP. This means that the software will automatically install the files on your computer's hard drive, connect them to your mobile device, andto the device's memory.
Install adaptive kit upgrade (AKU). Installing AKU is the same as installing a Windows XP service pack in terms of improving the functionality and security of the basic operating system. The current AKU in Windows Mobile 5 is 3.5 and can also be .com microsoft/download/downloads/. (Pocket-lint) - Sony will soon shut
down PlayStation Mobile completely, and games that have been purchased but have not yet been downloaded will be completely unavailable. The company previously announced last August that it would no longer support the Android version of playstation mobile, and the service was withdrawn entirely for lollipop device
owners. Now it has been revealed that the service will be closed for PS Vita owners too. Sony will stop publishing PS Mobile content on July 15, and as of September 10, that section of the store will be removed and discontinued. Previously ordered PlayStation Mobile games will no othery be available for download, but
previously downloaded titles will still be available to users on the device. READ: Sony will kill PlayStation Mobile for Android and focus instead on PS Vita and Vita TV best PS5 games 2021: Amazing PlayStation 5 titles to pick up developers of content on the service are encouraged to develop for PS Vita and PlayStation
TVs instead. Many have already made that switch. Ironically, Sony will put one PlayStation service in the can, so the company believes the future lies with the PlayStation brand, so it will expand and rebrand others. It closes Music Unlimited in a two-week time - on March 29 - and resumes streaming services as
PlayStation Music in partnership with Spotify.READ: Sony ditches Music Unlimited in favor of Spotify and offers Spotify streaming over PS4 games Other services will also appear under the PlayStation banner. By Rick Henderson. PC games have never been to a better place than they are today. Not only can you
effectively play games across the history of PC games on modern machines, but you can also get games at incredibly low prices. With bundled deals, Steam sales and other extreme savings, most PC gamers have more games in their collections than ever before. PCs can also play games from other platforms. On the
other hand, what if you need a game but don't want to spend a cent? Of course, free PC games give you the option to grind or pay real money, but if you are high in your free time and have less cash, you have plenty of time. F2P games are marked as such in the list below, so this is not a ranked list. So, in order, here
are 10 games where you can go play right after reading this article. Warframe (F2P) Warframe is a free PC game that may not seem particularly worth playing at first look, but if you take the time to give it a chance,Find incredibly interesting and fun games to play. Today's Warframe is a very different game than the
warframe we originally launched. The visuals were refined, the game played more sharply, and the story's odle added to this strange space ninja transhumanist world. You are Amano, essentially a very powerful cyborg ninja. War Frame is your suit in armor. Different warframes lend themselves to different roles and play
styles and have different strengths. If you like games like Destiny that offer a kind of MMO experience, warframes will be right in your wheelhouse if you have a lot of booty em-up flavors in single-player RPGs. The big difference here is how you play the game. It's a first-person game that gives a lot of attention to
incredible maneuverability and melee battles. You can traverse ninja bat-like levels from hell and playing next to skilled warframe pilots can drop jaws. The game also doesn't tell you what to actually do or how to play. You can decide what you want to achieve and which aspects are the most fun and focus on them. One
of the drawbacks of Warframe is the small system and the number of statistics. It's frankly intimidating, but it turns out you don't have to master or understand every little thing to get the most out of the game. Star Trek Online (F2P) has so many Star Trek games, but there are very few good Star Trek games. Star Trek
Online is definitely maturing into something that falls on the good side of video game history in this franchise. At this point, this MMO has been around for 10 years, but it's a significant improvement given how often developers update and add content. Set after the movie Nemesis, the free PC game once again sees the
Commonwealth and the Klingon Empire in war. In addition to this, Romulan, Dominion and Borg all have their own goals and mechanization. In this game, every player is the captain of their ship, which you can control directly. You can also play as your character for missions that happen on that scale. So, you get both
ship-to-ship combat and ground action. The game had a mixed reaction when it was first launched, but it is considered one of the best Star Trek games ever made. Sure, now that perhaps the best Star Trek games are actively attracting attention, if you have the itch to boldly go shoot some Klingons, this is the place to
do it. Sadly, under Steel Sky, the days of point-and-click adventure seem to be long gone. At least as a mainstream AAA phenomenon. The good news is that you can go play one of the best examples of the genre right now in the form under Steel Sky. Originally released in 1994, this little gem is set in the future of
dystopian cyberpunk. The planet is confused by the royal family thanks to pollution and nuclear fall. Below Steel Sky are six city-states, set in Australia and divided into factions of the Union and Corporations. Our hero isA man named Robert Foster, the only survivor of a helicopter crash in the Outback, raised by locals
who found him, will be an expert in survival and engineering. That's how he creates his robot Buddy Joey. Joey is actually the chip that takes over the various machine bodies that are the game's chief mechanics. The story is pretty dark, but it is also well written and often humorous. With the planned 2019 release of the
sequel, beyond Skeel Sky, now is the perfect time to experience one of the greatest classic PC games of all time. Exile Diablo II's pass remains one of the most beloved action RPGs of all time, but Blizzard decided to go in a decisively different direction in the third game of the series. Diablo III is one of our favorite titles,
but the vacuum left by Diablo II's art direction and character creation flexibility remains. In that vacuum, step down the path of exile. It's a game that a lot of people want Diablo III to have, and it's absolutely necessary if you're a lover of classic second games going to PoE. Most of the paid content is simply cosmetics and
diablo II vibes are perfectly overall art style and gameplay nails. Shadow Warrior Classic Complete Before we move on, the first thing you should know is that Shadow Warrior is a crazy game full of naughty stuff. If you're not a fan of one-liners, bad words, violence and occasional sexity, you'd probably better check out
some of the other games on this list. Are you still here? Well, Shadow Warrior didn't get as much attention as the Duke Nuchem 3D, which is built with the same engine, but it's as good as any other Class 90s shooter franchise. You play Lo Wang, a walking Asian stereotype who cooks excessive punishment to gangsters
and monsters. The weapons on offer to achieve this are also pretty awesome. They contain a lot of ninja stars, swords and firearms. This is an original game with its two extensions, the only change for this free PC game made is what you need to get the game running on modern systems. There is another version known
as shadow warrior classic redux. It costs you a few dollars, but with remastered visuals and a general overhaul. Honestly, the game is the best experience in its original form. It's still as naughty and fun as ever. You can even get some friends and get some old school multiplayer action. Hearthstone Hearthstone is a card
that fights a very free PC game in the vein of Magic: The Gathering. Each player builds a deck of cards with health and attack statistics as well as special effects. The aim is to zero out the health of other players before you destroy yourself. You put cards on deck to defend yourself or attack other players and their
creatures. It's a simple concept on paper, but Hearthstone offers incredible complexity and depth. No wonder the game quickly became a staple of esports. For a whileVery inspired by MTG, it benefits from being a digital-only card game. Using deep Warcraft lore, the game is streamlined to an incredible degree. Really
serious players may find that spending real money is getting the deck they want, casual players and those who have time don't have to spend a dime. Hearthstone is addictive, beautiful and has a lot of fun. You can also use seamless online integration to play on your phone or tablet when you're away from your PC.
Starcraft First Off, this is not a remastered version of the original Starcraft. You have to fork out a few dollars to get your hands on that game. No, this is an original game that took the world by storm and includes its amazing expansion, The Broad War. The original Starcraft is still in play today and has a strong following in
countries like South Korea. The graphics age well, real-time strategic gameplay is still some of the best crafting ever, and the world and stories stand up to modern scrutiny. Starcraft is set in the distant future of space exploration, throwing three factions at each other in a battle for supremacy. Starcraft writes a book
about asymmetricAL RTS games, and each faction plays in a very different way. Free PC games are easy to learn but brutal to master. Every PC gamer should have this under the belt. Paladin's Overwatch is another Blizzard Entertainment hit, but the price of entry for this multiplayer-only team shooter is very expensive!
Base games, art styles and design decisions were all made before anyone but Blizzard knew about Overwatch. But despite having more MOBA elements, Paladin very much hurts the same itching as Overwatch. That doesn't say the Paladins feel exactly the same as they play. It's definitely something of its own, but it
offers the same level of polish and fun as Overwatch without upfront ticket prices. The game offers some serious benefits of shelling out some real money, but by the time you get to that point, you'll see if the Paladins have grabbed enough to warrant it. Or just accept the grind and you need to practice! League of
Legends/DOTA 2 This entry is kind of cheating because there are actually two games listed here. But League of Legends and DOTA 2 are almost like Coke and Pepsi in the MOBA world. What is MOBA you say? This was now a reshuffle for the RTS game Warcraft III. MOBA is a team-based game in which players have
to use their various characters to defend their base while trying to destroy an enemy base. It is an incredibly tense type of game and a mainstay of the esports world. It is the most popular league between LoL and DOTA 2. But not everyone is a fan of that community, art styleHow a particular game works. DOTA 2 wasn't
free to play from the start, so its popularity may have declined as well. Neither requires a upfront payment, so you can dip both toes and see if either one suits you. Apex Legends MOBA may have been a darling of the gaming world for years, but these days it's all about the game's battle royale style. The two biggest
names are Fortnite and Player Unknown Battlefield, but there are other developers who throw their hats in the ring. These games feature one massive level where many players have been dropped to fight each other. The last player standing wins the prize. Apex Legends is special in this arena thanks to its pedigree.
There are many people who were developed by Respawn Entertainment and worked on key aspects of Call of Duty in the staff roster. Respawn impresses the world with titanfall games, apex Legends is set in the same universe and sans giant robots. Apex Legends offers great graphics and vertical traversal gameplay
for your feet from Titanfall to Battle Royale World. This means you can get the same AAA graphics and pulse-pounding shooting without any money. Just make sure your PC is up to it. That.
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